
Droids D6 / Industrial Automaton LOM-series protocol droid

Name: Industrial Automaton LOM-series protocol droid

Manufacturer: Industrial Automaton

Class: Protocol droid

Degree: Class 3

Height: 1.67 meters

Sensor color: Metallic green

Plating color: Grey

Equipment: Compound photoreceptors

Dexterity: 1D

Knowledge: 1D

         Alien Species 4D, Bureaucracy 5D, Cultures 3D,

Languages 7D

Mechanical: 1D

Perception: 1D

Strength: 1D

Technical: 1D

Equipped with:

         Humanoid Body (two arms, two legs, head)

         Two visual and two auditory sensors - human range

         Vocabulator speech / sound system

         VerboBrain

         TranLang Communications module with over half a million languages.

         Recording unit (audio, holo)

Move: 8

Size: 1.67 meters tall

Description: The LOM-series protocol droid was a protocol droid series produced by Industrial Automaton

to compete with Cybot Galactica's popular 3PO-series protocol droid.

Characteristics

A model of third-degree protocol droid, Industrial Automaton's LOM-series were designed for the niche

alien market, just as Cybot Galactica had attempted with the PD-series protocol droid. If their droid

proved successful, Industrial Automaton planned to introduce a Human-based protocol droid within two

years. The LOM unit was humanoid in form, but the head, with its large, compound eyes, was structured

to look familiar to such insectoid races as the Brizzits, Verpines, Gand, Yam'rii, Vuvrians, and Xi'Dec.

History



Aside from the insectile face, the LOM protocol droid was very similar to the 3PO-series—indeed,

Industrial Automaton made crafty deals with companies such as SyntheTech, to use many components

initially used by Cybot Galactica. Thus, the LOM-series possessed an AA-1 VerboBrain and a TranLang

III communications module programmed with millions of languages; it even had a similar body frame and

plating design. Such blatant use of its trademark hardware caused Cybot Galactica to file a number of

lawsuits against its rival company. Though their LOM units sold well in limited release, Industrial

Automaton's future plans to monopolize the protocol droid market were dashed. The exploits of the

notorious bounty hunter 4-LOM did little to elevate the series' status in the eyes of the public. 
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